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Let G be a noncompact semisimple Lie group with finite center and H an 
open subgroup of the fixed point group of an involution of G. G/H becomes a 
pseudo-Riemannian manifold. We prove that the Laplacian P on G/H is globally 
solvable in the sense that PCm(G/H) = Cm(G/H). This generalizes the global 
solvability of the Casimir operators on non-compact semisimple Lie groups 
with finite center due to J. Rauch and D. Wigner. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a noncompact semisimple Lie group with finite center and H an 
open subgroup of the fixed point group of an involution of G. Then G/H 
becomes a noncompact pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space. (See Section 2.) 
Let P be the Laplacian on G/H. In this paper we prove that P is globally solvable 
on G/H, i.e., PC”(G/H) = F(G/H). If we recall that a group S may be 
regarded as a symmetric space S x S/S*, where S* is the diagonal subgroup 
of S x S, our result is considered as a generalization of a result by Rauch and 
Wigner [IO] that the Casimir operator is globally solvable on a noncompact 
semisimple Lie group with finite center. We remark that if the involution 
mentioned above is a Cartan involution so that the associated symmetric space 
is a Riemannian symmetric space of noncompact type, Helgason proved global 
solvability of every nonzero invariant differential operators [6j. 
Similarly to [lo], our proof consists in showing the following three things. 
(i) No null bicharacteristic curve of P stays inside a compact set of G/H 
(ii) P acts injectively on C,~(G/H), the space of smooth functions with 
compact support on G/H. 
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(iii) For any compact set A’ C G, there exists a compact set K’ C G such 
that KC K’ and 
u E b’(G/H), supp Pu C K’ S- supp u C K’, 
where b’(G/H) denotes the space of distributions on G/H with compact support and 
supp means support. 
(By fixing the essentially unique G-invariant Riemannian measure on G/H, 
the application of a differential operator to a distribution is defined.) 
That (i), (ii), and (iii) give the desired global solvability may be seen as follows. 
First remark that the transpose of P with respect to the Riemannian measure 
is P itself [lo, Chap. X, Proposition 21. Now according to Theorem 6.3.1 of 
Duistermaat and Hijrmander [2], (‘) I and (ii) imply semiglobal solvability 
(solvability on each compact set) of P. On the other hand (iii) gives P-convexity 
of G/H. The conjuction of the semiglobal solvability and the P-convexity 
implies the global solvability. (See Treves [12, Theorem 3.31). 
In Section 2, we present some preliminaries on the principal symbol of a 
differential operator and the structure theory of symmetric spaces as found in 
Flensted-Jensen [3]. In Section 3, the proof of (i) is given. In Section 4 we 
construct a function whose level surfaces are sufficiently noncharacteristic to 
the Laplacian and using the uniqueness theorem of Holmgren, we will get (ii) 
and (iii). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let [w and @ be the set of real numbers, the set of complex numbers, re- 
spectively. For a smooth manifold M, let Cm(M), Cam(M), S’(M) respectively 
denote the spaces of smooth functions on M, smooth functions with compact 
support on M and distributions with compact support on M. T*M shall denote 
the cotangent bundle of M. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let D be a linear differential operator with smooth coeffi- 
cients on a smooth manifold M. Then the principal symbol o(D) is a map from 
T*M to @ given by 
for x0 E M, f E C=(G), where m is the degree of D and df is the differential off. 
On the right-hand side D is acting on the .r-variable. 
Remark. This definition is well defined. Also if in local coordinates (.x1 , . . . , x,), 
D = XI,+ a,(4@/~xx”, then a(D)(x, 6) = &=m a,(x)e in the induced 
coordinate (x, 6) = (.~r ,..., X, , 5, ,..., &) of the cotangent bundle. 
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Here m is the degree of D and we used the multi-index notation, 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (the uniqueness theorem of Holmgren, see Theorem 53.1 
[7]). Let M be a real analytic manifold, D a linear diffi?rential operator with 
analytic coef/icients on 111. Let f E C-;(M) b e a real-valued function and assume 
that the Ierelsurface off is noncharacteristic with respect to D at a point .Y,, E M, i.e., 
o(D)(df (x0)) =G 0. 
Let u be a distribution on M and assume that there exists a neighbor?Lood Q of x0 
such that Du := 0 in Q and u = 0 in {x E Q 1 f(x) > f (x,,)}. Then it SfolIows that 
u ~1 0 in some neighborhood of .q, . 
Next we present some structure theory of symmetric spaces which will be 
needed in later sections. For the general theory of pseudo-Riemannian sym- 
metric space, the reader is referred to Berger [l], Flensted-Jensen [3], Koh [8], 
Nomizu [9], and Rossman [l I]. 
Let G be a noncompact semisimple Lie group with finite center with Lie 
algebra g. Let 19 be an arbitrary involution of G, d6’ its differential. Let H be an 
open subgroup of the fixed point group of 0, Ij its Lie algebra. Then we have 
a direct sum decomposition g = h $- ut where m is the (- I)-eigenspace of do. 
We identify m with the tangent space of G/H at o = .[H), the origin of G/H. 
Let B be the Killing form of g. The restriction of B to tn gives rise to a G- 
invariant pseudo-Riemannian structure g on G/H. 
\Ve remark that G/H is noncompact Berger [l, p. 1771). 
We know that there exists a unique Cartan involution 7 of G commuting 
with 0 [I]. 
Let g := f + p be the Cartan decomposition corresponding to &, the dif- 
ferential of 7. Then we have the direct sum decomposition, 
g = (t n 6) + (lj n p) + (m n f) + (nt f-7 p). (2.1) 
Put go = 1) n f + m n p. Then g,, is reductive and gi = [g,, , gO] is semisimple. 
Let a; be a maximal Abelian space in gh n p. Then a, = ai + co n P is maximal 
Abelian in m n p where c,, is the center of go. Choose a positive Weyl chamber 
ah’ in ai and define a,,+ = ai’ + cO n p. Let IV,, be the Weyl group of (go, a,) 
and put A, = exp a,, A,+ = exp a,,+. S’ mce G has finite center, the analytic 
subgroup K corresponding to f is compact. 
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We have the following important facts. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (Flensted- Jensen [7], Theorem 4.1). (1) For any x E G, 
there exists a unique a E &+ such that x E KaH where &+ is the closure of A,+ in G. 
(2) There is a bijectiwe correspondence 
C"(K\G/H) FZ C"w,(Ao) 
given by the restriction to A, C G/H. Here Cx(K\G/H) is the space of smooth 
functions on G/H left-inwariant under K, and C$O(A,) is the space of smooth 
functions on A,, invariant under W,, . (R emark that A, # 0 since G/H is non- 
compact.) 
3. NULL BICHARACTERISTICS (PROOF OF (i), SECTION 1) 
The main objective in this section is to prove that no null bicharacteristic 
curve of the Laplacian on our symmetric space G/H stays inside a compact set. 
First of all, we discuss the Laplacian on a general pseudo-Riemannian manifold. 
(See [4], Chap. X.) 
Let M be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with pseudo-Riemannian structure 
g. The Laplacian P on M is defined as a differential operator which is in local 
coordinates (xi ,..., x,) expressed by 
for f E C?(M), where 
Cgijgjk = Sik (Kronecker’s delta), 
j 
R = I Wgdl. 
It is an operator invariant under all isometries of M. Clearly we can write 
locally, 
P = zg”js-&+ ( a 1 d’ff erential operator of degree <l). (3.1) 
I , 
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Let fi be the dual coordinate of xi , (; = 1,2,..., n). In the induced coordinates 
(Xl ,..., J, , E, >..., [,) of T*M, the principal symbol p(x, [) of P is given by 
P(x, 6) = 1 gi’(x) S&j . (3.2) 
Noting that gij = g”, 
3; (x, [) = 2 1 gyj , 
j (3.3) 
(3.4) 
A bicharacteristic strip of P is a curve in T*M\Q (the cotangent bundle of M 
minus the zero section) which is locally described as a solution 
of the following equations (See [7, p. 301) 
$X’(‘) = g (x(t), 5(t)), 
(3.5) 
1 m = Fj-$ (4th 5(t)), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
2 
Using (3.3) and (3.4), the above equations become 
(3.6) 
; &t(t) = -; g 5‘kW W)! i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
A bicharacteristic urve is the projection of a bicharacteristic strip from T*M to M. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A bicharacteristic urve of the Laplacian P on any pseudo- 
Riemannian mam~old M is a geodesic. 
Proof. This is a very well-known fact. However we briefly sketch the proof. 
Let ri, denote the Christoffel symbols in our local coordinates (x1 ,..., x,) 
of M. We have 
(3.7) 
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where V is the canonical afie connection induced from the pseudo-Riemannian 
metric g of M (Nomizu [9]). 
The relation between rjk and g is given by 
(3.8) 
(See [13, p. 491). 
Using (3.6) (3.8), and the relation xJgijgjk = ai,;, gij == gji, we can deduce 
(after some effort) 
-g q(t) + 1 r;k 2 (t) Jg (t) --_ 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., 72. (3.9) 
j.k 
But Eq. (3.9) shows that the curve x(t) is a geodesic ([4, p. 301). Q.E.D. 
From now on, we restrict ourselves to the pseudo-Riemannian symmetric 
spaces G/H given in Sections 1 and 2. We keep to the notation used in Section 2 
throughout the rest of this paper. Note that the Laplacian P on G/H is G- 
invariant. 
Concerning a geodesic on G/H, we have the following important fact due to 
Nomizu. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (Nomizu [9]). A geodesic on G/H emanating from the 
origin o = (H) is of the form 
t i--f rr(exp tX), xEEm,tErR! 
where T: G --f G/H is the projection. 
Now, we want to prove that no null bicharacteristic curve of the Laplacian P 
on G/H stays inside a compact set. Here by a “null bicharacteristic curve” 
we mean the projection of a bicharacteristic strip on which the principal symbol 
of the Laplacian vanishes. 
First we need an elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let X E in. If {rr(exp tX) 1 t E W> is relatively compact in G/H, 
then {exp tX / t E R> is relatively compact in G where w G -+ G/H is the projection. 
Proof. Let XE tn. If {+exp tX) 1 t E rW> C G/H is relatively compact, there 
exists a compact set B C G such that 
{rr(exp tX) 1 t E R} C z-(B). 
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Therefore for any t E [w, there exists 6 E B, h E H such that 
exp tX = 66. (3.10) 
Applying the involution 6’ to both sides, we have 
exp(--X) = B(b)6 (3.11) 
because X E nt = the (- I)-eigenspace of de and 6. E the fixed point group of 8. 
lIIultiplying (3.10) by the inverse of (3.1 l), 
exp 2tX = 68(6)-r E B . 0(B)-l. 
Since B . e(B)-l is relatively compact, this implies that {exp 2tX 1 t E rW} lies 
in a compact set. Q.E.D. 
Now recall the decomposition (2.1) in Section 1. Let m = dim ut n f, and 
I = dim m n p. Take a basis XI ,..., X,, of ln n f, Yr ,..., Yr of m n p so that 
B(X, , Xi) = -tiij , 1 <i,j<m 
B(Yi , Yj) = aij , 1 <i,j<Z (3.12) 
B(X, , Yj) = 0 1 <i<m, 1 <j<l. 
We take local coordinates (x1 ,..., x,,, , yr ,..., yJ around o so that o corresponds 
to (0 ,..., 0, 0 )..., 0) and the tangent vectors, Xi , Ii , correspond to the a/axi , 
a/ayj at o. (Here recall that m is identified with the tangent space of G/H at 
o = {H}). Then, by the definition of the pseudo-Riemannian structure on G/H, 
a 
g i& 3 abvj 
- 
1 
(0) = B(Xi , Xj) = --6ij 9 
gG& 1 
(0) = B( 1: , Yi) = 6ij , 
1 
(0) = B(Xf ) YJ = 0. 
Here we used (3.12). 
Hence by (3.2), the principal symbol p(x, y, f, 7) of the Laplacian P satisfies 
PC’! O, (3 7) = -f ti2 + i Ti2, 
i=l i=l 
(3.14) 
where (x, y, 5, q) = (x1 ,..., s,,, , yr ,..., y2 , 5, ,..., f,,, , 71~ ,..., yI) are the induced 
coordinates of T*(G/H), the ti , the 71~ being dual to the xi , the yj , respectively. 
Fix (5, 7) # (0, 0) and take a null bicharacteristic strip C, which passes through 
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(0, 0, 6,~) # (0, 0, 0,O). Then the corresponding bicharacteristic curve (which 
is simply the projection of C) has the tangent vector 
at the origin o. (This follows from (3.6) and (3.13).) 
Since C is null, 




B -2 f fiXi + 2 i liYi, -2 f &Xi + 2 i ?<Yi 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
= 4 (-ig 5i2 + & li2) 
= 0 by (3.12) and (3.16). 
Hence the set 
1 expt ( -2 5 5ixi + 2 i 7iyt 11 tE[W i=l i=l I 
cannot be contained in a compact set of G. (Recall that if 2 is a nonzero element 
in g, then the one-parameter subgroup t -+ exp tZ of G stays inside a compact 
set only when B(Z, 2) < 0). Hence, using Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we conclude 
that no null bicharacteristic curve of the Laplacian P on G/H emanating from o 
stays inside a compact set. By the G-invariance of P, we conclude that no null 
bicharacteristic curve of the Laplacian P on G/H stays inside a compact set. 
Thus (i) of Section 1 is proved. 
4. P-CONTTXITY AND INJECTIVITY (PROOF OF (ii) AND (iii), SECTION 1) 
In this section, we construct a nonnegative real-valued function f E Cm(G/H) 
such that 
(4.1) The set (x E G/H ( f (cc) = 0} does not contain any open subset of G/H. 
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(4.2) For any M > 0, the set BM = {x E G/H If(x) < M} is compact 
and we have 
u E b’(G/H), suppPuCBM~suppuCBw. 
Once we construct an f satisfying (1) and (2), we shall have (ii) and (iii) of 
Section 1. In fact let u E C,,m(G/H) b e such that Pu = 0. Then for each M > 0, 
supp Pu C B, . Hence by (2), supp u C BM for each M > 0. This implies that 
supp u C (X E G/H 1 f(x) = 01. By (I), we conclude that u = 0. This gives the 
injectivity (ii) of Section 1. 
On the other hand, for any compact set KC G, we can put K’ = BM where 
M = supSEKf(x). By (2), (iii) of Section 1 is satisfied with this K’. 
Now we begin our construction off. We use the notation used in Section 2. 
Recall that the restriction of the Killing form B to a,, gives an Euclidean metric 
on a,, . The Weyl group IV0 acts as a group of linear isometries on a,, . Take an 
orthonormal basis HI ,..., H, of a&p = dim a,,). We identify a,, with A, via 
the exponential map. Define a function $ on A, by 
(Ui E R). (4.3) 
Then + > 0 and 4 E Cgo(A,) b ecause 4 is invariant under all linear isometries. 
By Proposition 2.3 (2), we can extend 4 to f~ Cm(K\G/H) so that f(aH) = +(a) 
for a E A, . Then f 3 0 and by Proposition 2.3 (l), {X E G/H 1 f(x) = 0} = 
{kaH K E K, a E &f, +(a) = 0} = n(K) where Z-: G -+ G/H is the projection. 
Since A, # 0, we see from Proposition 2.3 (1) that z-(K) does not contain any 
open set. Therefore (4.1) is satisfied with f. 
For each M > 0, put Bw = {x E G/H / f(x) < AZ). Then B,,., = {kaH 1 
k E K, a E &,+, $(a) < M}. So it is clear that B,,., is compact for each M and 
this yields the first part of (4.2). Next we want to show that a(P)(df) # 0 
outside n(K). 
First of all, remark that the compact group K acts as a group of isometries 
on G/H and satisfies for all a E A,,+, 
Ku n -4,f = {a}, (4.4) 
(Wla = W - 4, 0 (4+), (orthogonal direct sum), (4.5) 
where (M)= denotes the tangent space of the manifold M at X. 
In fact (4.4) follows from Proposition 2.3 (1). On the other hand (4.5) can be 
verified as follows. Let X E f, and a E A,+ be written as a = exp A, A E q,+. 
Then 
(exp LX) * a = a exp e-a6( LX, (4.6) 
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where ad denotes the adjoint representation of g. Let X = Xb + Xm be the 
decomposition of X such that Xb E h, X,,, E ut. Then 
is the decomposition of e- adA X into its h and m components. Here we used the 
fact that k, m] C nt. Hence by (4.6), we have 
exp tX * aH 
- (a exp eead +X)H 
= a(exp eFad “tX> (esp t (lil, - (ad A) X,, + -:- ‘“y)’ x, -. . ..). H 
= a exp t 
H 
(ad /l)e 
X,,, - (ad a) lSr, + -- 2, x,, - -) + O(P)/ . H (4.8) 
for small t E R, where O(P) denotes a vector such that limj+,(l/t”) O(F) < co. 
Since X E f, we have X,, E f as is clear from the decomposition (2.1). So we 
have B(X,,, , a,) = 0 because o0 C p and B(f, p) = 0. On the other hand for 
anyZEg, 
B((ad A)Z, a,,) = B(Z, (-ad Jar,) 
= B(Z, 0) (a0 is Abelian) 
xzz 0. 
Thus we get 
B (&, - (ad -4) X, -{- v X”, - a**, a01 = 0. (4.9) 
Now (4.8) and (4.9) imply the desired orthogonality (4.5). 
Since (4.4) and (4.5) are satisfied, we can apply Theorem 2.11 of Helgason [5] 
(see the mark after the theorem). Therefore, for any left K-invariant function zc 
on G/H, and for a, E Ao+, 
Pu(ao) = Lfi(a,) + L’C(uJ, (4.10) 
where tiis the restriction of u to AO+, L the Laplacian on A, , andL’ is a differential 
operator of degree < 1, on A,+. 
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LEMMA 3.5. a(P)(df) # 0 outside a(K) where f was defined earlier in this 
section. 
Proof. Since f E Cm(K\G/H) we apply (4.10) and Definition 2.1: 
Take h, E K, a, E A,+. Then 
(Definition 2.1) 
= QP(f - f WU” I”,, (the K-invariance of P and f) 
= H-4 - h,HY Ia0 + L’(+ - &@W la,) (by (4.10)) 
(since the degree of L’ < 1) 
= 4 t cg, 
i=l 
where we wrote a,, = ~~~I oriHi . 
By continuity we have 
o(P)(df(k,,u,H)) = 4 i mjB 
j=l 
for a, E &‘, a, = x;=, oriH, , k, E K. 
Therefore o(P)(df(x)) # 0 outside n(K). 
To prove (4.2), one has only to show that 
(4.11) 
Q.E.D. 
u E b’(G/H) supp Pu C B, - supp u C BM 
for each M > 0, where 
Bw = {x E G/H j f(x) < M}. 
Suppose there exists u E b’(G/H) such that supp Pu C B, and supp u q B, . 
Take .q, e supp u such that f(~,,) = sup,EsUppU f(x). By the assumption that 
supp u @ B, , we have f(q) > M and x0 $ n(K). Obviously Pu = 0 near x,, . 
On the other hand, there exists a neighborhood Q of .q, such that EC = 0 on 
{x E Sz jf(~) > f(x,J}. By Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 3.5, we deduce that u = 0 
near q, . This is a contradiction since x,, E supp u. Thus we must have for each 
M > 0 supp u C B, if u E b’(G/H) and supp Pu C B, . 
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Now that we showed both (4.1) and (4.2), we have (ii) and (iii) of Section 1. 
Together with (i) which was proved in Section 3, we obtain the desired global 
solvability. 
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